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Science lab coat template

October 01, 2020 river X. Suh in Science-Specific I provided a form to review the evidence's conclusion, independent/dependent variables, and changes in the biotic factors rapa nui. All responses are explanatory feedback and/or youtube videos explain more. Feel free to copy/change/adapt/share as always. Sources: There is some biology stress about
executive function stuff &amp; how rituals lower cortisol as well as YPAR institutional changes scenarios. I think I've got a afforestation link there somewhere somewhere, but I'm tired. October 01, 2020 River X. Suh Science-specific Contains Instructions for creating a trophic pyramid, with screenshots and questions. At the end of this group's synchronous
activity, students write an individual CER about the requirement around load capacity. The possibility of attracting logarithmic/exponential population growth and covid-19 (what is the limiting factor covid-19?). August 24, 2020 by River X. Suh science-specific Recommended Usage:1. Distribute before writing Doc: before writing a document asking about the
role of science in your life and your experiences2. Brainstorm answers on the first 3 (I PollEverywhere).3. Provide feedback on Doc, assign slides and teach you how to insert pictures. (I use Alice Keeler's Pull 1x1 Table Docs on Sheets to get answers and push feedback.) 4. Distribute forms in which students describe and explain how each object is related
to their previous writing answers. 5. Combine into the final community slide deck research lab with several lab benches. Assign comments 3. Templates (at the end so you can manipulate your leisure) included. Now include training slides for exporting as JPEG, and a link to an excellent resource for researching various scientists: Lancaster's Diverse
Scientists Database.Now with Part 2! At the end of my Build your Lab Bench Slide operation, I invite students to correct the legacy of normative white supremacy in science today by researching and making a poster of themselves as a scientist who can inspire them throughout the year. I'm also leading the research doc (they fill in 1x1 tables &amp; I push
feedback using a Sheets script). I have yet to make a tutorial on building a poster in Canva. (I guess it might be too much for the app to load my students this early.) Slide sources from #IamAScientist and Remezcla. Guided research doc rather than form so that the teacher can provide multiple feedback projects and connect w/ student. Doc links to Slides, A.
Lancaster's Diverse Scientists Database, and Spotlight for Scientists. Summary: Sequence thinking is: Brainstorming survey pollEverywhere: students use answers to help them complete the first questionswhy a scientist looks like, not science, where science is done, Independent work after class MTG: the role of science in my life &amp; the world, building
my lab bench with 3 objects representing my science, identity, scientists consider considering courses they could teach, select a specific scientist and make a poster about it to put your lab benchsend jpeg lab bench slide and explanations on each item using google forms. Final class product: Slide deck w/ slides all student lab benches. Feel free to use,
adapt, distribute for free. Acknowledging David Barrios through SFUSD's 2020 Launch unitAmber Lancaster #IAmAScientist at Harvard Remezcla August 03, 2020 by River X. Suh in Science-Specific I wrote this fall teaching my 10th grade biology class 100% teaching distance learning this year and other teachers wanted to use it. I've removed most of the
identifying information and highlighted stuff, but feel free to use my policies as well or change them, and pass it on to those who find it helpful. January 31, 2020 by River X. Suh in Science-Specific Class: Physiology Level: HS, mixed, no prior scientific experienceIt's not perfect, but given the current global events, I think even the agenda could help others
with planning. It ends with cholera and Ebola. Week 1: Viruses &amp; Bacteria 1A – Doctor-patient timelines (from med school classes; discuss scientific evidence-finding the nature of diagnosis and differential diagnosis)1B – What's wrong With Allison? (group activity I discovered online; I tapeed the questions on envelopes and put the answers inside Ss
organize and choose) get 3 differential diagnoses 5 questions selected out of 20; simulates data collection at medical apptC - Virus v. BacteriaFlu Attack! (video and discussion) Graph analysis compare / contrast virus &amp; bacterial growthDesign triage system to help identify diseases based on information so far - Types of Pathogen GrowthModel Virus vs
Bacteria (build)Compare / Contrast lysogenic v. lytic (video &amp; reading) E - lymphatic system and answersLekture Notes: Lymphatic SystemCER for lymphatic systemposters for diseases associated with lymphatic system responseSOringF - review triage system based on growth patternsSaks lysogenic v. lytic growthRevise triage system, using new
information 2A Do Now: Cost of anti-vaxxingB: Identify bacterial symptoms, viruses, and how they spreadActivity: Simulate epidemiology &amp; rate spreadVideo Notes: BacteriaVideo Notes: Strep Throat &amp; CavitiesVideo Notes: VirusesC: Connect epidemiological triangle lysogenic /lytic growthDo Now: Epidemiological TriangleGraph &amp; explain
data on the spread of disease for bacteria v. virus/lysogenic vs lyticRead &amp; Response review : Epidemiological triangleD: Historical epidemics and diseaseCection notes: Spread of various diseases by time2E Posters: historical epidemics and responses (pandemic, Spanish flu, measles, dengue fever, poxale, polio, etc.) 2F Ticket: Challenges predicting
growth, spread, speed, intensity of disease 3A Osmosis Review3B-C Case Study: Surviving cholera epidemic (adapted to Shannon Muskopf)When is there need to force a cure for the population? Rubric on Final Essay: Diagnosing CholeraGallery Walk: Symptoms, treatment, socio-cultural response, etc. 3C Graph &amp; statistics cholera → apply
epidemiological analysis and treatment of viruses, bacteria, etc. Video analysis and discussion: Red Cross video explaining cholera, discuss what works &amp; doesn't3D: PSA: create an updated cholera video in San Francisco for cholera3F: Exit Ticket: 1. How do you know?2. When do cholera symptoms become life-threatening?3. What treatments are
available for cholera and why do they work?3F: Debate (WHO): Cholera outbreak: Triaging spreadBasis on population, statistics, questions about a possible spreadNME? From Ebola &amp; the need for triageReview epidemiology triangleB: Hot Zone EbolaJigsaw: video from the Red CrossReading: hot zoneLecology: epidemiology, aetiology, costs and
answersC: Why is Ebola difficult to treat? Assess what major looming Ebola problemsWho are availableWho are availableWho are Ebola difficult to treat? Each group reports one type of treatment or responseD: How do we respond to Ebola? Video differential answers from the ground, news, interviews, etc. (apart from the latest youtube video is about the
crisis)Video: Burial BoysVideo: Sierra Leone's response to EbolaJigsaw: Ebola 101 - In NewsEvaluate &amp; analyze why the response is different in different countriesMultilingual Ebola symptom postersE: Ebola USA? Epidemiology in the U.S.?compare the responses between the Ebola and vaccination crisis in the U.S.Who would happen in the U.S.
ebola? Disinformation: autism-vaccine hoax vs. Ebola vectors4E Do Now Reading Headline: Dr. Anthony Fauci: Risks from Vaccines are Almost NonmeasurableF: Differential Responses to Various African Due Socioeconomic and Infrastructure FactorsFirebombing, Medicins sans frontiereswhy/ why intervene? Legal and * financial issuesSUMMATIVE:
develop a plan for the U.S. case Ebola5A Or now: PPE costIntro: Ebola design projectWho are examples ppe, at which levelVideo and film examples ppeWho is the sameWho is differentprewritingPortray one person or organization, affected by the Ebola art projectShowcase expression and connect science with human reactionsMust could identify diseases,
symptoms, responses, personal reactions, and futureSection and educate on different sides of the affectedPresent &amp; evaluate art project January 09, 2020 river X. Suh science specific randomly assign students 1 out of 4 neurological scans (PET, EEG/MEG, fMRI, CT). Using a docs &amp; science notebook, students follow question prompts to evaluate
their neurological scans for use in criminal sentencing hearings and scan use in general. Document-based question: Use of neurological scans in criminal convictionsUse: summation assessment of HS Optional Physiology (11/12)Resources and scaffolding: open notebook, student worksheets from activities, annotated source documents titled w/ specific key
questionsStudent examples: DM me if you're a teacher and would like to see ~70 student responses from a heterogeneous city public high school. Nervous about posting this because I worry I'm overstepping, but I want to create something better, so I'm sharing a final exam essay my physiology students said they liked having because they felt like they felt
like they'd learned a new aspect by applying what they'd learned, and because it affected something happening in their lives and the lives of their peers. This is my clumsy attempt to summarize an assessment that asks them to apply our investigations of the nervous system and cognitive neuroscience to the real question of the results of US criminal
convictions. Background &amp; motivationI would be based on the MacArthur conference I attended w/ neuroscientists &amp; lawyers. Some of my Ss have been detained or have relatives who are imprisoned and stated that they appreciate logging in and learning about this element as we use science... what we need to fill the gaps. Credit to Francis X.
Shen whose work inspired me to create this prompt. Before you beginPleasi not care about the consequences of social justice, invite Ss to Wellness to decompress, &amp; pre-check whether triggers. I blanked-out no resin parts, but provide the entire annotated PDF here for any teacher who needs experience. DisclaimerI was a science and law before
entering teaching, and my nervous system unit often integrates modern neuroscience research/fads with student metacognition so your results may vary. You'll notice the final mentions of influential cognitive experiments, and expect students to have reviewed and evaluated the neurological scans discussed in the previous lesson. Reading: Jones &amp;
Shen. INTERNATIONAL NEUROLAW 2012: COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS, p. 349, T.M. Spranger, ed., Springer-Verlag, 2012 Vanderbilt Public Law Research Document No 1-5. Reading B: Jones et al. LAW 2013 AND NEUROSCIENCE. Neuroscience Journal, 6 November 2013, 33(45):17624-17630. IMAGINED GUILT VERSUS RECOLLECTION OF
GUILT: THE IMPACT ON FMRI. Reading D: Jones et al. 2009. BRAIN IMAGING LEGAL THINKERS: A GUIDE TO DISTRACTED. STAN 2009. Tech. L.REV.5. SSRN ID: 1563612. Available Ss missing document pages: Reviews of neurological scans, limitations, etc. Various sources. January 09, 2020 / River X. Suh November 22, 2019 by River X. Suh with
science-specific, Build student skills useful: writing details means that it is directly related to what is in the presentation, not BSgraded on Completion Only: The point is to help so making it a letter to the degree is stressful... could affect gradingfaster: do not waste time pondering the number grade, just say what you noticedless biased: can not grade based on
relationship or friendshipsrevant: simulates giving detailed feedback coworkersanonymously back to the student, so you can be honestFeel free to edit, copy, print, and share! November 20, 2019 River X. Suh in Science-Specific I supports teaching scientific discovery as a continuous process of testing and reviewing our models to explain the natural
phenomenon. Each challenge for our existing knowledge offers an exciting learning opportunity for a better understanding of our world. Here is a short list of examples from Stanford biologist Joan Roughgarden's Evolution's Rainbow: Diversity, Gender, and Sexuality of Nature and Humans from the University of California Press, 2013 ed. I am grateful for the
privilege of openly discussing these many examples of myriad spectrum of sexuality, polymorphism, and gender behavior in living affairs. (Anyone who has had their identity silenced or erased, which is natural, is far more queer than anyone can imagine.) My inventory of over 200 species uses Roughgarden terminology, but all typos and misunderstandings
are mine; please comment with corrections. I will continue cleaning up the formatting. How do I write comments/cartoons for 35+ students yet to record grades at a time? My coach and I triaged the work (usually SES) in 3 stacks based on approaching, meeting, and exceeding NGSS's performance expectations. Here is a leading document translating biology
NGSS performance expectations into these 3 categories. I hope to clarify this based on feedback. Disclaimer: Like all shortcuts, they are very very useful but inaccurate patterns that I get to where I want to go, which is more time for individual comments, less time wasted on decision/entering numbers. You probably disagree with me about these categories;
feel free to comment w/ feedback. October 30, 2019 / River X. Suh Science-Specific, Teacher Moves &amp; Reflections September 13, 2019 by River X. Suh critical thinking, Science-Specific What these files add: abbreviated (optional) background readings w/ checking understandingeditable Slides w/ enhanced, with the title, the expanded images of
important evidencere-order agenda more students discussion and asking question card scaffolding asking questions about the evidence videoizdefection exit ticket Task: Using climatic data, judicial insect evidence obtained from the deceased man, experimental entomology data, and studies of blow fly life cycles, assess the time of death of homicide victims.
General question: If entomologists study insects, how does their research help us estimate the time of death? Key concepts: Science as investigation and modelling, and infer, all all be able to acquire and exploit resources, grow, reproduce and maintain stable internal conditions, energy as heat. Real historical events: It uses a real murder case from 1986
and includes scans of forensic examiner's notebook, news articles, letters between investigators, experiments conducted by an entomologist, and photos of insects collected. I. Blow the Fly Life Cycle &amp; Accumulated Degree Hours1. Introduction) Is Now - murder trialb) Turn &amp; Talk: Sample ____? collected from the authority as evidence (good
opportunity realia)c) Request from the state of Connecticut2. Life cycle Blow Flya) Document: forensic Examiner's Reportb) Worksheet: Blow Fly Life Cycle3. How weather conditions affect Blow Fly Life Cyclea) Document: Temporary Climatic Reportb) Worksheet: Accumulated degree hours and weather dataII. Experimental design of the time of death4.
Designing an Entomology Experiment to Solve a Problema) Card Sort &amp; Reveal: Asking the Right Questionsoptional: Posterior Flies to Untreated Liver!b) Document: Entomology Case Experimentsc) Discussion &amp; Worksheet: Entomology Case5. Video Of Forensic Examinationa) Career: A Day in the Life of a Forensic Pathologist) Career: Forensic
Examiner without Mess... Camila the Cryptanalyst6. Exit ticket: Reflections on Media CoverageDecision 1: Option a) Print bilateral. Option b) Print unilaterally and staple on top of each other. Decision 2: Option a) SS flip over all cards and draw a conclusion together. Option b) SS flip over some cards at a time and review your explanation. Option c) Ss flip
over only the number of X cards, select the group contract, and draw conclusions based on the answers. Compare class responses. SourcesNIH, Visible Evidence: History Exhibition of Forensic Anthropology (Answers keys website and on request)William Krinsky, Yale University Medical SchoolHenry Lee, Connecticut State Police Forensic Laboratory
September 13, 2019 / River X. Suh Critical Thinking, Science-Specific September 13, 2019 by River X. Suh in Science-Specific Prior Knowledge: Types of Energy and Hairy Relationships, Organizational Levels (Individual -&gt; Ecosystem)Includes: Review practice terms &amp; conceptsrole maps &amp; setup instructionskinesthetic actions (map sorting,
role play simulations)graphing tasks (pre-class data included)discussion using video to inspire &amp; extendAgenda1. Do Nowa) flowchart morning routine (intro) (switch to #2.) b) photosynthesis of space and food in the body (switch to #5.) I. Matter, Energy, Symbiotic relations2. Terminology Checka) Symbiotic Relationship Examplesb) Card Sort:
Symbiosis3. Energya) Card Types: Types of Energyb) Venn Chart: Energy vs Matter + Optional HW: Reporting on Climate Change4. Discuss and elaborate on how to get energya) Video: Coral - Predator? Producer? Both?b) Video: islands and complex relationshipsII. Food Food Trophic levels, energy transfer5. Activity: Ocean Food Weba) Game, Graph,
Analyze, Discussb) Define trophic level roles (HW)6. Video Discussiona) Why detritovores important food on the web? (Explain)b) Brown seaweed ecosystem (Expand)c) Coral reef symbiosis (Expand)d) Ecosystems and ecological communities (Explain)e) How climate change affects biodiversity (expand)f) Food chain vs. Food Webs (Explain)6. What's
missing in the trophic pyramid?7. Exit Ticketa) energy sources and transferb) How is the Internet like food web? September 13, 2019 /River X. Suh September 07, 2019 by River X. Suh for science-specific courses: Physiology, Anatomy, Engineering produced and taught this physiology unit on musculoskeletal structures and functions through sequence of
investigations and engineering design problems, supplemented by vocabulary, readings, videos, gallery walks and interviews. I hope the pictures, videos, &amp; lab worksheets are helpful/save time folks using them! Lessons 3 &amp; 5 require feedback and have bad slides. Some of it is messy stressing, but I think I share now, considering now is a popular
time for this topic to be taught. I will keep up to date with the version changes below. (Please supplement with your reference docs anatomical term.) Includes Do Nows, Exit Ticket, lab writeups, reading w/ checks to understand rubrics, and final draft workbook. 2-3. Micro - What happens when muscles get tired? [2 laboratories] NEEDS FEEDBACK 2.
AgendaDo Now: Energy &amp;amp; Physical ActivityModeling: In/Output from BodyLab: What happens if you take oxygen (O2) from cell breathing? Reading: Cellular BreathingAlternate Lab where students have prior knowledge of cell breathing: Musculoskeletal Fatigue3. AgendaDo Now: I/O Cellular BreathingLab: What happens if you take carbon dioxide
(CO2) from cell breathing? Watch and discuss: Marathon RunnerCER Letter to Marathon RunnerExit Ticket: Lactic Acid 4. AgendaDo Now – How Much Calcium Do You Eat? (Get involved) Science Media Moment: Do you know how much calcium is in your diet? Video: Introduction to Bone Biology (Explore) Turn &amp; Talk: What is bone made of? Lab:
What is bone made of? (Explore) Reading: Bone Growth (Explain) Lab: What Makes Tough Bones? (Explore) Video: Osteoclasts &amp; Osteoblasts (Explain)Evidence Match: Bone Lab Explanations (Estimate) Exit Ticket 5. AgendaDo Now – Predict Repair &amp; BreakagePre-lab Videos (Engage) Bone Modeling and RemodelingBone BrothCollagen
PillsLab: What Makes Tough Bones? (Explore) Reading: Osteoporosis (explain) Card Sort: Stages of Healing (Explore) Lab: Long Bone Strength (Elaborate) Video &amp; Talk: Truss Construction vs Spongy Bone (Elaborate) Exit Ticket - Problems Materials (Estimate)6-7. AgendaDo Now - Interview Peer About Broken Bone or Dislocation (Engage)Video:
Painful Point Break (Explore) Lab: Fracture (Explore) Slideshow: Types of Bone Bone Healing, &amp; Intervention (Explain)2 Exit Tickets - Natural Bone Repair &amp; Fracture CharacteristicsAssessmentPractice: Assessment case study – DIAGNOSIS? (Develop and evaluate) Grade: Case Study - DIAGNOSIS? (Develop and evaluate)8-9. AgendaDo Now
– Angle and Linear Movement Activity (Engage) Gallery Walk – Hard or Fast Biter? (Explore) Danger! Card Match - Review Lever Terminology (Engage)Engineering Challenge: Build-A-Bicep (elaborate)Exit ticket - Speed v. Force Advantage (Estimate)10-18. AgendaDo Now - Activities, Places, Risks for K-12 ChildrenIn the Design Engineering - Afghanistan,
Land Mines, Mine KafonWho make these devices resemble? What do they look like? Has anyone had experience with these? What do we know about children and culture in Afghanistan? Video: Mine Kafon &amp; Mine Kafon 2.0 (Invention, Iteration, &amp; Entrepreneurship) Mini-Practice: Design Engineering Your Morning Routine Step: Interview Partner -
Connect to Client (Develop Empathy) Step: Affirmative Listening - I hear you say... (Define problem) Step: Prototype – Use Recyclable to create a model for something that improves your peer's morningStep: Present &amp; ExplainProsthetics HandbookTeam Jobs &amp; AgreementsResearch - Fact PagesLecture: History of ProsisReview: Design
Engineering ProcessMini-Engineering Challenge: Notecard TowerMini-A-Bioinjeror Challenge: Prosthetic HandDisability AwarenessIdeas &amp; Prototype ModelsMaterials List2 Ideate Prototype Designs by Pros &amp; ConsIterate: Present to other groups feedback, propose a second design designCreate a marketing plan and posterRehearse
presentationsDizains Radis inventions Reviews and Reflections FormsSourcesComparing skeletal anatomy of the vertebrae of several and biologist, Healing Bone Worksheet. Retrieved from Burchill. (June 06, 2017). Evolution Detective: Case of broken bones. ASU - Ask the biologist. Retrieved August 26, 2019 from M. Kotter, David A. Loomis, Scott W.
Simpson, Bruce Latimer, Christopher J. Hernandez. Human evolution and osteoporosis-related vertebral fractures. PLOS ONE. Published: October 19, 2011 . (30 July 2008). Accelerated bone turnover remains after weight loss. ScienceDaily. Retrieved 3, 2019, www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2008/07/080728193227.htmthe Arizona Science Center. (2011,
13 May 2011). Broken bones. ASU - Ask the biologist. Retrieved 3 September 2019 Campus Open Open 6.5 Fractures: Bone repair. the Science Teachers Education Project, Leverage: How the Human Body uses them to its advantage. principles of the levers. Museum's Education Department, Machine Inside: Biomechanics Activity Guide - Advantages of
Leverage. . September 07, 2019 /River X. Suh August 19, 2019 to River X. Suh with science-specific note: mixes up pre-existing agenda; not supposed to have its own lesson Click on folding directions Class 1: Discuss issues that brainstorm keywords before you write sentence framesClass 2: Draft 3-5 sentences on each issue, proofreading peer's
testimonials. Class 3: Fold the lab coat &amp; decorate! Use art supplies, magazine cutouts, &amp; typography/graffiti to illustrate a topic or copy the answer. Each issue is marked with a part of the lab coat. Class 4 (or Class 5): Current laboratory coats. (Options: Explain/summarize/1detail (1) your coat, (2) peer's lab coat) Rating: Depending on what you
want to select, you can rate any of them from worksheets to spoken explanations. Also a great option at the beginning of the year to see who gets to use scissors unattended. Other features: (1) Habituates students explain their metacognicogniable thinking about science in society, (2) promotes different types of expression and understanding, (3) presents
the idea of modeling as a proxy for understanding. A fun way for the class to get to know each other! (I had students write their words on the collar or flap.) Student Work Examples August 14, 2019 at River X. Suh science-specific July 25, 2019 river X. Suh scientifically specific, build student skills By introducing a single layout at a time helping students learn
and build a set of tools for ways to analyze, summarize, and explain their ideas. Here are 12 of my favorite graphic organizers/strategies as I know them, with sample titles and categories. July 09, 2019 by River X. Suh science-specific Do Nows (3 questions each) for every hourgallery walk with an average family weekly meal around the world1 full laboratory
examination w/ procedure, data charts, &amp; questions1 extension examinationOrganize cells breathing with input &amp; outputLesson Question: How do people get energy from food? Lesson Question: Does your body produce more/less CO2 when you exercise? Lesson question: How does O2 affect your cell energy? Do Nows, 2 lab inquiries with
analysis issues, note takingNext iteration will add rubric and more scaffolding examples of nutrition planCreate while Summer 2018 Teachers Institute using its generous support and resources for Hungry Planet: Planet: The world eats peter menzelcoaches at the Exploratorium Summer Teachers Institute (Daisy, Devin, &amp; Katie) July 09, 2019 / River X.
Suh July 06, 2019 at the River X. Suh science-specific time: 60 minGoal: Model ocean atmospheric interaction and explain how carbon dioxide dioxide gases diffusion in water, causing water to become acidic. Includes: Lab worksheet (instructions, questions, etc.) Slides Exploratorium's Ocean Acidification In CupVideos with timer, safety review, and lab
procedure demo, applications for coral bleaching, etc. Note to yourself: (To Do) add an investigative-driven portion of students to work out issues together (requiring more chemistry than just carbon cycling station activity) July 05, 2019 with River X. Suh in Science-Specific Pre-Assess in Forms w/ video, which is evidence of what evidence is in effect dad-is-
Alien argument Breakout Room maps kind of evidence from mars opportunity rover, 1 shared Doc Review Jay-Z CER &amp; formative (haha) evaluate 3 Ignoble SES: review Mars after gallery walk CER breakout couples practice reasoning, scribing for 1 divided Doc Walk Gallery , leave comments, freeze doc &amp; assign individual re-write Card sort
experiment mouse variables 8. Learn how to write a testable question and design the first experimentI gave an evidence finding map sort based on the evidence the Opportunity Rover photographed on Mars. I give each breakout space a slide, students working together to sort the is/relevant evidence of the claim. I also slide here. Sorting is a background
image and maps are actual images, so don't write or accidentally reformulation things. Template slide at the end of editing. Some instructions: Duplicate Slide 1 as many times as you have breakout space. Set edit permission. Some framing: I keep up with Do After asking them to identify claims, evidence and justification in several paragraphs. They also
have a number of evidence- conclusions polls where we discuss the rationale for each response. Time: 55 minutes + 70 minutesTime:Indicate, evidence and justification in scientific explanation. Identify relevant evidence to support scientific explanation using real NASA photos from Mars.copyleft notice: You can copy and customize all the learning resources
on this page. I appreciate feedback on what to keep/wes/expand/scaffolding. save/wes/expand/scaffolding.
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